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Article Body:
In today’s high stress, high anxiety world, rest is the single most important thing you can do

Sleep experts and the medical community constantly remind us that unless we rest well and comf

Disorders related to sleep and rest have been linked to such medical maladies as back and brea

Pills may offer some relief, but this is usually temporary as the effectiveness of the medicat

After years of study and experimentation, experts are rapidly coming to the conclusion that ge

Beds have evolved through history from makeshift palettes made from leaves to the adjustable b
<b>Sleep Deprivation Can Deprive You of Quality of Life</b>

Sleep deprivation can deprive you in other ways that you’ve probably never thought of. For exa

"Time" magazine recently published that "getting a good night’s sleep is an ordeal for 70 mill

The good news from these studies is that your sleep surface can be a major solution to most re

If you stay awake at night because of your partner’s tossing and turning, a dual adjustable be

Adjustable beds bear no resemblance to the old, mechanical hospital beds of the past. Manufact

You can also find an adjustable bed that blends with your dÃ©cor, uses ordinary sized linen an

Don’t let sleep deprivation ruin your quality of life. Research and consider an adjustable bed
<b>Why A Stationary Bed Isn’t Enough</b>

In order to gain 100% control over your sleep and relaxation, the bed that you choose needs to

Adjustable bed manufacturers such as Simmons, Craftmatic, Tempurpedic and Electropedic offer m

These options range from heaters and massagers to the latest technology in positioning. If you
The proper adjustable bed can be your ultimate sanctuary from stress and pain. Don’t skimp on
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